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-- Comments --
Hello,
I do not live in rural Ontario, but I don't need to be there to here the major issues that people are
having and the complete and utter lack of anything resembling of a government who serves the people.

I think Hydro One has a huge set of balls asking for a rate increase when Hydro in Ontario is already
has some of the highest rates in North America.

You want to approve anything approve lowering the executives salaries at OPG and Hydro One. They
are WAY to much, and its insane when Ontarians are being disconnected because they can't pay there
bill.

No one seems to understand that everyone is always asking to increase there fees and and rates
without considering that other companies, renting, other bills, and the worst tax grab ever making it
more difficult for people to continue paying basic bills.

I need to repeat This: Hydro is now a necessity along with food, water, and shelter it should not be a
luxury.  So Hydro One asking to raise rates and fees is a slap in the face to the Ontarians who are
already struggling.

Also, this is also insane because everyone told the liberals that this was going to happen if hydro one
went private and now that Hydro Ones primary focus is through share holders and profit they will do
anything to make sure there bottom line is met.

So I have a question when everyone is disconnected and Hydro One has no customers left how will
Hydro One pay their share holders then.
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Kathleen Wynne an her master Darth Dalton should both be investigated and thrown in Gail. They both
caused this mess and are continuing to make it worse, third fair hydro plan is a joke and helps no one
if you have to pay more after 4 years and everyonr keeps raising there prices.

In conclusion, if the board approves this rate hyke you should all be ashamed because you will be
letting people knoe who really care about and its not the people you are suppose to be protecting.
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